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In this paper, we first apply Quantum Fourier Transform(QFT) to a
multi-choice quantum game. We start from two-player and two-choice game
and the result is better than its classical version. Then we extend it to N-
player and N-choice situation. In the quantum field, we provide a strategy
with which players can always avoid the worst outcome. Also, they get the
best payoff with much higher probabilities than its classical version.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Given the long history of mathematics and human conflict, Game Theory is a relatively
recent creation. Since the rst work of John Von Neumann the fundamental theorem of two-
person zero-sum game in 1928 and the perfect work of Von Neumann and Oskar Morgenstrn-
Theory of Games and Economic Behavior, Game Theory has shed new light on economics,
social science and evolutionary biology. Many previous works had shown clearly that game





player would like the game to end in his advantage. But the player’s payo also depend on
other players’ strategies. The players cannot attain any information about their opponents
in either cooperative or non-cooperative games and cannot interact with each other. So each
player can only select his strategy depending on his own information and thus the payo
may be not the best just like in the Prisoner’s Dilemma.
But in the quantum world, things are totally dierent because of the entanglement be-
tween players. And the payo may be better than in the classical game. This novel character
of quantum games led the Game Theory into the quantum eld and some marvelous results
are found. L.Goldenberg, L.Vaidman and S.Wienser [1] presented a two-party protocol for
quantum gambling and their protocol allows two remote parties to play a gambling game,
such that in a certain limit it becomes a fair game. D.A.Meyer [2] quantized the PQ Game
| a coin tossing game | and found out that one player could increase his expected payo by
implementing quantum strategy against his classical opponent. J.Eisert, M.Wilkens and M.
Lewenstein [3] quantized the Prisoner’s Dilemma. For the particular case they showed that
this game ceases to pose a dilemma if quantum strategies are allowed for. S.C.Benjamin and
P.M.Hayden [4] presented the study of quantum games with more than two players. They
demonstrate that such games can exhibit ‘coherent’ equilibrium strategies.
There are two characters in these previous works. First the payo is the expected average
one after the game being repeated many times. Second each player has just one qubit, that
is each player can only operate a two-state system. Actually, in many cases, players can only
play once and are given more than two choices. For each player, one of the most important
is the minimum payo he can get besides the average one.
In this paper we investigate multi-player games with multi-choice by quantizing \Truckers
Game" [5](specied as followed), which is signicative in social life. First we quantize the
two-trucker game. Then we generalize it to N-trucker game and explain it by an example of
three-trucker game. The result shows that if the truckers play in the quantum world, they
can always avoid the worst outcome which could appear in the classical world with a certain
probability, and the probability of the best outcome is much higher than in the classical
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world.
II. MODEL FOR THE TRUCKERS GAME
N truckers are planning to go to city B from city A. And there are N roads they can
choose. All the roads has the same length. Each of the N truckers do not know other
truckers’ choices, so each of them can only choose his way randomly. The payo for each
trucker is depend on how many truckers choose the same road as him. The more truckers
choose the same road, the less payo they get. If all of them choose the same road, the





The superscript C denotes classical condition. On the contrary, if none of them choose the






It’s obvious that in order to avoid the worst outcome, the truckers will do their best to
avoid choosing the same road. But in the classical world, they can not get information from
others, so the worst outcome will happen with certain probability. If we quantize this game,
the truckers can denitely avoid the worst outcome by implementing quantum strategies.
Also, the probability of the best outcome can be much higher than in classical game.
III. TWO TRUCKERS WITH TWO ROADS
We rst present the simple two-trucker game. The physical model for this situation is
given in gure 1.
We send each player a classical 2-state system in the zero state. The input state is





. And U1 and U2 are the strategies for each trucker.
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The state after gate J is ψin =
1p
2







 is Hadmard Gate, the out state is ψout = 1p2 (j01i + j10i). From ψout, we
can see that the two truckers are denitely in dierent roads. So the probability of the best
outcome is 1 and the worst situation is removed. This is the very result that the truckers
want.
IV. N TRUCKERS WITH N ROADS
After we investigated two-trucker game in the quantum eld, Now we study the general
type of this game which includes N truckers and N roads.
We number the truckers from 0 to N-1 and the roads from 0 to N-1. If trucker 0 choose
the road j0, trucker 1 choose the road j1,..., and trucker N-1 choose the road jN−1, the
state is described by jj0j1    jN−1i. We set the initial state be j00   0i, which means all
the truckers choose the same way and the outcome is the worst. Then we use a QFT gate,
which is one of the most important transformations in quantum computing, to entangle the
initial state which is the state sent to the truckers and denoted by ψin.




ωkpN jkk    ki (3)
Here p is the parameter of QFT. It’s obvious that ψin is symmetric to all the truckers. Then
the truckers make their decisions on which way to go. Because the game should be fair
and the outcome should be symmetric to all the players, it’s reasonable to assume that all
of them adopt the same strategy, that is, use the same unitary operator. We denote this
operator by U .


















N = δij (5)
U+U = I (6)
So after performed by U⊗N , which is a unitary transition, the outcome state is











ωkpN ukj0   ukjN−1 jj0    jN−1i (7)














where m = j0 +    + jN−1 + p.
1. For some circumstance the truckers want to ensure that their minimum payo is higher




















where m = j0 +    + jN−1 + 1. If j0 = j1 =    = jN−1 = j, for which the outcome is









N = 0 (11)
So the worst situation will never appear. And the payo of truckers is guaranteed.
2. If the truckers want to increase the probability of the best outcome, they can set







N jkk    ki (12)
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While j0, j1,    , jN−1 are dierent from each other, there is only one truck in one road
and the situation is the best. The probability of this circumstance is
PQbest = N !  jC01N−1j2 = N N !/NN (13)
The superscript Q denotes quantum condition. Compared with the classical probabil-
ity given in eq(2)
PQbest = N  PCbest (14)
The quantum probability is N times higher than the classical one.
From above, the outcome state depends on the parameter in QFT. The truckers can meet
their dierent demands by changing the parameter p. If The truckers expect the probability
of best outcome higher, they can set p = N(N−1)
2
. On the other hand, if they demand the
worst situation to be disappeared, they can set p = 1.
V. AN EXAMPLE: THREE TRUCKERS WITH THREE ROADS
Now we explain the general situation with three-trucker game. The physical model for
this circumstance is given in gure 2.
As in the two-trucker game, we send each trucker a three-state system in the zero state.
The initial state is j000i, after the QFT the state becomes jψini(see in eq(3) with N = 3).
1. If the truckers care most about the minimum payo and want the worst situation to





ωk3 jkk    ki (15)
And the outcome state is
jψouti = 1
3
(j002i + j020i + j200i) + 1
3
(j011i + j101i + j110i) + 1
3
(j221i + j212i + j122i)
(16)
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It is obvious that the probability of the worst outcome is 0. The worst circumstance
is removed.





ω3k3 jkk    ki (17)
And the outcome state is
jψouti = 1
3
(j012i + j021i + j102i + j120i + j201i + j210i) + 1
3
(j000i + j111i + j222i)
(18)
It is also easy to see that the probability of the best outcome is 2
3
, which is three times
higher than in classical game.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Since Game Theory was studied by quantum mechanics, new lights was led into the
biology [6] and the nature of information [7{9]. Also, D.A.Meyer [10] considered Game
theory from the perspective of quantum algorithms. These work are all interesting and
meaningful.
In this paper, we point out that besides the expected average payo, the minimum payo
that a player can get in a unrepeatable game is also important and considerable. And it
is more realistic that in the most common circumstance, the players have several choices
instead of only two. From this perspective, we investigate the \Truckers Game", in which
each player can only play once and have more than two roads to choose. Assuming that
all the players adopt the same strategy, this is rational seeing that the game is symmetric
to players, the truckers can always avoid choosing the same way instead of end in the same
road with a certain probability in the classical version of this game. If the truckers care most
about the probability of the best outcome, in which no two truckers choose the same road,
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they can set another parameter in QFT and make the probability be much higher than in
the classical game.
Because of the complexity of this N-player and N-choice game, we just present the novel
characters for the worst and the best outcome of it. But it is still easy to see that for the
outcome state, the projection onto a certain eigenstate, which is the coecient described








or 0, so the probability is either N/NN , that is N
times higher than in the classical game, or just zero. Whether the probability is zero or not
depends on both the outcome itself and the parameter of QFT, which determine the initial
state. Dierent from the classical game, in the quantum game by choosing the dierent
parameter in QFT, truckers can always meet their dierent demands|making the worst
outcome vanished or increasing the probability of the best outcome.
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Figure Captions:
Fig.1. The setup of the two-trucker quantum game. The J gate is composed of H2 and
controlled-not gate. U1 and U2 are operation of the players.
Fig.2. The setup of the three-trucker quantum game.
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